
Repairs and Maintenance Group 

07 September 2017 at Selby Civic Centre 

Name Job Title  Initials  

Rosie Hearn Property Improvement Team Leader RH 

Ian Bury Property Improvement Officer IB 

Dominic Richardson Housing Tenant Services Team Leader DR 

Matthew Brown Tenant Participation Officer MB 

Peter Banks SDC Tenant (Byram) PB 

Helen Jessop SDC Tenant (Brayton) HJ 

Rita Hall SDC Tenant (Byram) RHA 

Margaret Bates SDC Tenant (Flaxley Road, Selby) MBA 

 

The meeting began with a quick introduction about what they meeting will include, any general 

housekeeping, introductions and aims and objectives.  

 

Tenant Participation 

MB began by discussing the tenant participation role and how it’s a new role within Selby District 

Council (SDC) and the role is to provide a link between SDC and their tenants.  

DR then stated, that we should give some history about tenant participation. DR stated that tenant 

participation was previously under his remit along with many other things. However, following the 

restructure within SDC a specific role was created as SDC has an commitment to developing tenant 

engagement to help develop both housing service and property service.  

DR continued to say that SDC previously tried to set up a repairs and maintenance group, however 

due to lack of participants interest SDC felt it was best to not continue it. In addition, we don’t want 

the repairs and maintenance group to just to be a presentation exercise as previous one but more 

interaction in an informal manner getting feedback and suggestions.  

MB continued discussing tenant participation and about his aims which are the following: 

• Develop engagement with SDC tenants 

• Utilises the use of social media such as Facebook, Twitter  

• Set up tenants groups and focus groups 

• Develop use of electronic methods of engagement – Ie online surveys  

 

Property Services 

IB started by discussing how the Property Services (PS) has changed since the restructure. The PS has 

been split into two sections with one being for Property Improvement which IB and RH work within 

and Planned Works.  RH stated that the Property Management Team Leader Phil Hiscott was unable 



to come today due to having a pre-arranged meeting. DR stated that we will try and arrange for Phil 

to attend next meeting discuss planned works.  

RHA asked if you log a repair it goes to a specific section now. RH confirmed it will be logged like any 

normal repair before being allocated to the respective tradesman.  

IB provided a difference between the two sections in PS. (See presentation booklet page 7).  

HJ mentioned that when she was part of the Hull Scrutiny Panel that the Scrutiny Panel members 

would go out and do void property inspections when they were ready to be re let.  RH asked what is 

a void property?  

IB said that a void property we have received a termination and after the notice period. Once we 

have received the keys back the property is then back in SDC control and it’s classed as a void when 

it’s empty up until the property has been re let. 

During the void stage SDC will go into the property and ensure it’s at a lettable standard as 

implemented by the Scrutiny Panels review into lettable standard and to allow any works to be 

complete whether that’s basic repairs or upgrading of property via our planned works team.  

DR asked if MB can send out a copy of the scrutiny panel’s scrutiny report into void properties as 

they are open documents.  

HJ brought up issues relating to re letting properties and the quality of the gardens that are handed 

over to the tenant at start of tenancy. HJ stated that there is a conifer in her next doors garden 

which is growing rapidly over years and is beginning to bring up the paving slabs in gardens because 

of the roots.  HJ asked whose responsibility is that?  

DR confirmed that it’s the responsibility of the current tenant as it’s within the tenancy agreement 

to keep the garden maintained to a reasonable standard and if the issue gets worse to contact the 

relevant neighbourhood officer to discuss issue who could contact the relevant tenant.  

JH continued about the quality her garden was left and how it’s taken her two years to get it to a 

good state. DR explained how with the new lettable standard being implemented before gardens 

weren’t considers. RH confirmed that when gardens are left SDC strim the grass and ensure its clear.  

RH went on to say that in the future HS are looking at pre terms and establish how they can best 

help outgoing tenants.  

Confirmed Appointments 

HS are looking to move to confirmed appointments based upon availability rather than priority 

based. They have currently begun the offer confirmed appointments when the order is processed by 

the Property Services Officer who allocates the jobs. RH stated that because of the current back log 

of jobs HS are unable to offer that many confirmed appointments until they have finished working 

through the back log.  

IB provided the stat of there are currently 789 jobs awaiting completion with 442 jobs been 

allocated to 14 workmen.  



RH stated the repairs and maintenance group is about managing tenants expectations but all agreed 

that the system will only work if we work together and to deliver change. 

RH stated that by having confirmed appointments this will lead to an increase in jobs being 

completed as if the workmen have spare slot they could look on their PDA’s to see if any suitable 

jobs can be done locally. If so they can contact the tenant to see whether they are available or not.  

RH suggested in future, HS are looking to have geographically located workmen. Tenants stated that 

would be good as then they can get to know the workmen.  

RHA asks if a tradesman was in property doing a job, could they also do other jobs whilst there. IB 

stated that as long as it’s only a small job and doesn’t affect any jobs afterwards don’t see an issue 

as it will help reduce any addition jobs being raised.  

Tenants Views on confirmed appointments 

• Positive – tenants think it’s a good idea 

• May stop the vicious circle of SDC attending a job and tenants not being in. 

• Can we send reminders? Such as text message, letter, email?  

A reminder will help the elderly and vulnerable.   

DR confirmed that automated text messaging reminder could be a part of the new housing 

system which is due to be in place next year.  

• Hold tenants responsible if they miss a confirmed appointment – charge them or provide 

them with a breakdown of how much the missed appointment costs. – Tenants suggested 

putting an article into Open Door with the information.  

 

DR said if they could be prompt with their feedback would they like to see a draft version. All 

tenants agreed they would.  

 

Tenant Satisfaction 

DR advised of the ways SDC collect tenant satisfaction via on the online surveys for both Repairs and 

Housing Options which was recommended by the Scrutiny Panel . 

RH confirmed last month we had one response from a tenant for the online survey for repairs. 

Furthermore, we do surveys on the tradesman’s PDA’s which RH agreed with.  

MBA raised an issue saying she would feel pressured to complete a survey in front of the tradesman. 

The other tenants all agreed.  

MBA went on to state that not everyone has access to computers to allow them to complete any 

online survey regarding their repairs.   

HJ recommended that could SDC not ring tenants and ask for the feedback regarding surveys. DR 

confirmed that this already happens on a small scale at Access Selby.  



PB suggested that if tenants could send in their feedback anonymous he would be more willing to 

provide feedback. Other tenants agreed with PB.  

HJ stated that in Hull they send out tenant satisfaction forms with a pre-paid envelope. IB stated that 

this is something we have done in the past but the percentage of  returned satisfaction surveys were 

not enough to justify spending the money on postage for a small percentage of answered surveys. 

IB continued saying that’s why SDC have moved onto online surveys and surveys on tradesmen’s 

PDA’s.   

MB suggested when he attends tenants meetings, TARA’s could he take some surveys along with 

him for the tenants to complete. Everyone agreed that could be a viable option.  

 

Recommendations 

• Make tenants aware of the cost incurred when missed confirmed appointments and if 

continue to miss charge them a fee. 

- With an open door article and a universal letter to send out when confirmed 

appointment missed – Send draft to tenants when ready 

• Update sign up pack with the relevant information so tenants aware when they are sign up 

for new property.  

• MB to take satisfaction surveys to tenants meetings for them to complete.  

 

Points of action for next meeting 

• MB to invite Planned Works Team Leader and a member of communications team to discuss 

their respective areas. 

• Tenants to look at website to see how useable the online survey is 

• Tenants to go back into their communities and other tenant meetings and inform their 

fellow residents of what has been discussed and get their feedback and report back.  

 

Next Meeting 

Next meeting agreed for two months’ time and Thursday aren’t available for everyone.  

MB to send notes and potential date for next meeting.  


